




"OER Chair: An open view"
Seminar on Open Education at the Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. The future of OERs and MOOCs: 










1. What are 




















• Mixing – a new resource
• Adaption – multiple contexts
• Extraction – remove assets
• Localisation – change to suit
• Translation  - other language
• Reuse/Repurpose
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a manifestation of government 
intervention in social relations May
• restricting freedom
• inflicting burden on users 
Waldron
Cost considerations of OER
• OER are FREE 
• No unnecessary duplication
• Sharing reduces costs of 
development 
• Removes costs of copyright 
clearance




– Default under most ‘work for hire’ law
• Shared
– Often unworkable
– Tragedy of the anti-commons
• Individual (academic)
– Rights of succession? Multiple authors?
• Produsage
– No enforcement of rights
• (copyleft, public domain)


















• Avoids automatic copyright restrictions.
• For different countries, languages
• Licence generator (human, legal, machine)
• Others can copy or change without permission
• Authors rights; some freedoms restricted 




5. OER & Quality?
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Quality in comparison to What?
• Subjective & context dependent
• Visibility improves quality
• Instructors choose content
• OER can be improved
OER Quality measures









• Reach (number of users), 
• Usability (license restrictions), 
• Accessibility.
OER Quality: Cost sharing
• Cost sharing







20 or 2 million?





Check what’s already out there
OER Assembly







Present systems are unsustainable.
Present systems are not scalable for universal education.
We must find new more cost-effective learning systems with 
higher quality.




Learners who access OER and 
acquire knowledge/skills cannot 






The view from an OERu partner















• NOT scalable 
• NOT cost-effective 
• NOT high quality
OER will form part of any solutions 
Amateur & Professional
• What makes sense for professionals does not 
make sense for amateurs
• Lawrence Lessig
Does it make sense for educators?
Why not commercial 
content?
• DRM (digital rights management)
• Digital licenses
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DRM (Digital Rights Management)
You CANNOT
• Copy & paste, annotate, highlight
• Text to speech
• Format change
• Move material 
• Print out
• Move geographically
• Use after expiry date
• Resell
• DRM restricts our 
freedom 
But our device is our 
PROPERTY
• Can we not own & 








•Copy & paste, annotate, highlight
• Text to speech or hyperlink
• Format change
• Move material to another computer
• Print out
• Move geographically
• Use after expiry date
• Resell
• Owners have NO liability even if product doesn’t work
• Owners can “invade” your computer without permission
• Collect & use personal data
• Prohibited to show your content to others 
• Must accept that you have NO rights
• User has a “privilege” to use the product not own it
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Open ETextbooks
•Copy & paste, annotate, highlight     √
• Text to speech or hyperlink √
• Format change √
• Move material to other computer √
• Print out √
• Move geographically √
• No expiry date √
• Reuse/Remix/Mash √
•Retain privacy and digital rights √√
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Access Rights?
Vendors can control how, when, 
where, and with what specific 
brands of technological 
assistance audiences are able to 
access content
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• student owns nothing, can share 
nothing, save nothing, sell nothing
• subscription ends – ALL ends
Commercial Learning Service 
or Rent-a-book
•publishers own student data, notes, 
highlights
• students can’t transfer data
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US Version per month
+20 000 movies $  7.99
+45 000 TV shows $  7.99
+15 000 000 songs $  9.99
TOTAL $25.97
ONE Biology text $20.25
-David Wiley
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When you subscribe to 
content through a digital 
service, the publisher 
achieves complete and 
Attack on Personal Property
perfect control over you 
and your use of their 
content
-- David Wiley
Openness is the 
skeleton key that 
unlocks every 
attempt at vendor 
control and lock in
D. Wiley
7. Policy changes needed 
for  OER
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Policies for OER UPtake
Focus
• Stimulating uptake of OER through policy
• Building on previous initiatives (eg. OPAL, Olnet)
• Through country reports and case studies
• Evaluate successful OER communities
UNESCO Survey
• few OER policies
• confusion over OER 
• Not realizing the potential of OER
• Content accessible- not openly licensed
(UNESCO, 2012, p. 25) 
Policy Issues
• Clarity on who owns copyright on works 
created by faculty
• Clarity on sharing
• Implications for development, 
performance management, remuneration, 
and promotion 
• ICT policy guidelines on access & use of 
software, hardware, Internet and tech 
support, 




TOP TEN leads for finding 
OER
DiscoverEd

























































Are OER a key to economic growth?
UNESCO Declaration 2012
Governments should play a more active role in supporting OER
Sir John Daniel and David Killion
Guardian Professional, Wednesday 4 July 2012
“OERs could do more to stimulate global economic 
demand and growth than all the world's tax holidays 
combined - then multiplied ten-fold”
• “Affordability in the 
future may be the first 
requirement not an 
afterthought.” Whitesides (2011) 
The race may not be to the 

















“On the part of rich countries 
there is excessive zeal for 
protecting knowledge 
through an unduly rigid 
assertion of the right to 
intellectual property . . .”
- Pope Benedict XVI
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“On the part of rich countries there 
is excessive zeal for protecting 
knowledge through an unduly 
rigid assertion of the right to 
intellectual property . . .”
- Pope Benedict XVI
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Fundação de Apoio a 






Resources - OER 
Foundation NZ
Universitas 
Siswa 
Bangsa  IN
THANK YOU
rory@athabascau.ca
http://www.col.org/resources/publications/Pages/detail.aspx?PID=446
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